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ABSTRACT 
The behavior of  finite fuzzy acceptors over a bounded chain ~ is considered. 
The approximate ( -) equivalence and e-reduction by inputs are investigated. In the 
class of  all finite fuzzy acceptors over FL, the problems of  e-equivalence and 
e-reduction are decidable. These results are implemented for pattern recognition of  
deformed images, as well as for restoration and enhancement of distorted patterns 
if the measure of  the similarity is expressed by e. 
KEYWORDS: syntactic pattern recognition, fuzzy  acceptors, e-equiv- 
alence, e-reduction by inputs 
INTRODUCTION 
The syntactic approach to pattern recognition has been studied neatly by K. 
S. Fu [1, 2], using formal deterministic and stochastic languages. 
In this paper we join fuzzy regular languages for pattern description in 
relationship with finite fuzzy acceptors. In comparison with the classical 
approach (Fu [1, 2], Denning et al. [3]), we enrich the investigation with the 
approximate (e-)equivalence by inputs (i.e., sentences, or images, or primi- 
tives) that naturally arise from the substance of fuzzy acceptors and fuzzy 
languages. 
Finite fuzzy acceptors precisely characterize the fuzzy regular languages, 
and the membership of a sentence in a fuzzy regular language can be decided 
by the corresponding finite fuzzy acceptor. Fuzzy regular languages can be 
used for syntactic pattern recognition. The objects under study can be de- 
scribed as sentences with appropriate grades of membership. Some of the 
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sentences with the greatest grade of membership can be considered as samples. 
They are taken as centers of the e-classes, in which e-deformed patterns in 
comparison with the center are bounded. Here e is a numerical maximum 
likelihood measure of similarity between different patterns in the same e-class 
or the measure of feasible deformation i  comparison with the center. Hence 
the problem is, knowing the fuzzy regular language for a given class of 
images, how to obtain the centers and how to compute the e-classes of feasible 
deformed images. 
For this purpose we introduce, investigate, and prove the algorithmic 
decidability of the e-equivalence and e-reduction by inputs for finite fuzzy 
acceptors. On this basis we obtain the centers and compute the e-classes for 
any fuzzy regular language. The connection between finite fuzzy acceptors, 
fuzzy regular languages, and syntactic pattern recognition results in a method 
for computing the centers and e-classes of images. 
We consider only finite fuzzy acceptors over a bounded chain ~, because the 
algorithms must be finite and the composition laws must be completely defined. 
In some sense this paper is a natural extension of the results and theory, 
developed in [4] and [5]. 
Further we shall use without explicit explanation the concept of computa- 
tional complexity and algorithmic decidability as described by Garey and 
Johnson [6] and Starke [7] and the properties of chains according to Gr~itzer 
[8]. The terminology for automata theory and formal languages is as in 
Denning et al. [3], Dubois and Prade [9], Ginsburg [10], and Starke [7] and 
for fuzzy sets the terminology is that of Dubois and Prade [9]. 
ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall the basic notions, notations, and results in order to 
make the exposition clear. 
Let IL = (L, V, A, 0, 1) be a bounded chain over the linearly ordered set L 
with upper and lower bounds 1 and 0, respectively. 
For the index sets 1, J :~ j0 the matrix At× J = (ai j )  with elements aij eL  
for each i e I ,  j~ J  is a matrix over ~. The matrix MI× J = (mij) is called a 
product (Dubois and Prade [9], Peeva [4], Santos [11]) of Alx  K = (aik) and 
BK× J = (bkj) with K finite, if 
mi j= V (a ikAbkj )  ¥ ie I ;  j e J  (1) 
keK 
Note that by this expression we can compute any mgj, because L is a chain 
and the composition laws are completely defined in a_. It allows us to obtain the 
complete behavior of any finite a--acceptor (cf. next section). 
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Let g: L ~ [0, 1] be an injective isotonic map (G6itzer [8]), that is, a map 
with x #: y = g(x)  ~ g(y)  and x <- y ~ g(x)  < g(y) .  The distance with 
regard to g between x and y, for any x, y e L, is defined by the expression 
I x - y [  = I g (x )  - g(y)[.  
Remark In what follows we shall assume that g is fixed. 
Given two matrices AI× J = (aij) and BI×: = (bij) over a.. Let e e [0, 1] 
be fixed. 
DEFINITION 1 We shall say that A and B are e-close, i f  
l aij - bij I <_ e ¥ ie I ;  j e J  (2) 
I f  the matrices A and B are e-close, we write A e B. 
PROPOSITION 1 The e-closeness relation o f  matrices has the following 
properties, whenever the products make sense: 
(i) AeB = CATeCBT (invariance) (Peeva [4]) 
(ii) A eB & C e D = ACeBD (coordination) (Peeva [5]). [] 
[!.-FUZZY ACCEPTORS 
In this section we define a finite fuzzy acceptor over a bounded chain a. and 
consider its behavior for a finite sequence of instants, as well as the set of 
words recognizable by it. 
DEFINITION 2 A finite fuzzy  acceptor A over 1_ is a six-tuple A = 
(X ,  Q, i, f ,  ~fl, ~-), where 
(i) X = {x l , - - . ,  Xp} is a nonempty finite set o f  input letters. 
(ii) Q = {q~, . . . ,  qn} is a nonempty finite set o f  states. 
(iii) i: Q ~ L is the initial state distribution. 
(iv) f :  Q ~ L is the final state evaluation. 
(v) ~ = {M(x)n× n = (mij(x)):  xEX} is the set o f  transition ma- 
trices o f  order I Q I = n. 
(vi) a. = (L,  v ,  A,  0, 1) is the bounded chain. 
In particular, i f  ~=~2=({0,1} ,V ,A ,0 ,1 )  is Boolean, then A is 
deterministic or nondeterministic. 
NOTATIONS 
1. In the following, "acceptor" refers to a finite fuzzy acceptor over rL. 
2. Let A = (X ,  Q, i, f ,  ~ ,  ~) be given. We denote by I = (iq)q~Q the 
row-matrix with  iq = i(q) associated with the initial state distribution i: 
Q ~ L for A.  Obviously, any element iq gives the grade of membership 
for q~Q as an initial state. The column matrix F = (fq)qeQ with 
fa = f (q )  is associated with the final state evaluation f :  Q ~ L for A. 
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Any element fq equals the grade of membership for q E Q as a final 
state. On this basis, we shall often write A = (X,  Q, I, F, ~l, ~). 
3. Each matrix M(x)~ ~fl in Definition 2 is a square matrix of order 
n = [Q I- For M(x) = (mij(x)), any element mij(x ) determines the 
stepwise transition behavior of A. If  at instant t the acceptor A is in the 
state qi ~ Q and receives an input letter x e X,  it reaches the state q1 e Q 
at instant t + 1 with the grade of membership mji(x) eL.  With the 
above notations, I .  M(x )  • F is the analytic expression of the stepwise 
behavior of A if the input letter is x ~ X, the initial distribution i and 
the final evaluation f being defined by I and F, respectively. 
4. The finite set X of input letters in Definition 2 represents the atomic 
objects used in the concatenation of the words. By a "word of length k 
on the alphabet X"  we mean a sequence w = Xi l  ° ° ° X ik  of k letters in 
X,  formed by concatenation of the input letters xi l , ' . . ,  xik ~ X. We 
write [ w[ = k to indicate that w is a word of length k. The empty 
word is denoted by e, [ e [ = 0 by definition. For the set of the words on 
X of length k, k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  we write 
g 0 : {e} , ' - ' ,  X k : {w:  w • Xi l  " ' '  X ik  , I wl -- k~} (3) 
X*  = U ~=oXk is the set of all words on X (the free monoid generated 
by X) .  If X ~ 0 is finite, then X*  is denumerable (Denning et al. [3]). 
Now we shall focus our attention on the complete transition behavior of an 
acceptor and how to compute it. We shall extend the stepwise transition 
behavior of A, characterized by the set ~fl, in order to obtain the unique 
natural expression of its complete transition behavior. 
Let A = ( X, Q, I, F, ~ ,  ~k) be given. For any input word u~X*  the 
transition matrix M(u) is computed by the expression 
E i fu  = e 
M(u) = M(x)  if u = x~X (4) 
M(xi l  ) " "  M(xik ) if u = xil " "  x i~X*  
with matrix multiplication as in (1). 
Expression (4) describes the complete behavior of A in k consecutive 
steps: If  u = e, the empty word does not need any time and M(e) = E, where 
E is the unitary matrix of order [ Q I ; if the input word is u -- x e X,  then 
M(u) = M(x) ;  if in k > 1 consecutive steps the letters Xil , . . . ,  x ieeX are 
fed into A, then u = Xil . . .  xik is the input word and M(u) = M(xil) . . .  
M(xik) is computed as in (1). In this case any element mij(u) in M(u) is the 
grade of membership f the beginning state is qi ~ Q, the input word is u e X k 
at instant t, and the last state is qj e Q at instant t + k. 
The set of all transition behavior matrices computed by expression (4) 
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describes the complete behavior of A: 
M*(A)  = {M(u) :  ueX*}  (5) 
Bearing in mind the initial and final distributions I and F, respectively, we 
obtain I .  M(u)  • F as an answer to A under u eX* .  Then the set of all 
words recognizable by A is 
R(A)= {u:M(u)  e~f l * (A)and I .M(u) .F>O} (6) 
Obviously, R( A)  C= I" M*( A)  • F. 
e-EQUIVALENCE AND e-REDUCTION BY INPUTS 
Here we study approximate ( -)equivalence and e-reduction by input letters 
and input words and investigate their algorithmic decidability. Equivalence and 
reduction in the classical sense (Ginsburg [10]) are obtained as a special case. 
Two input words are called equivalent (Ginsburg [10]) if they result in the 
same acceptor behavior. This traditional definition is quite natural for deter- 
ministic and nondeterministic automata, where ~ = ~z is Boolean and e e 
{0, 1} means in fact e = 0. Since the nature of the fuzzy acceptors i  such that 
they can be thought of as approximate models of incompletely understood 
systems, the approximate (e-)equivalence and e-reduction by inputs seems to 
be more useful. 
We define and investigate -equivalence and e-reduction by inputs, bearing 
in mind Definition 1 for e-closeness. 
DEFINITION 3 Let A = ( X ,  Q, I, F, ~fl, 0) and e be given. We shall say 
that u, veX*  are e-equivalent (denoted uev) iff 
(i) u, v e X k for the same k e 
(ii) M(u)eM(v)  
Therefore, if two input words u, v are e-equivalent, they result in e-close 
acceptor behavior. 
COROLLARY 1 For any acceptor A: 
uev = I" M(u)  " FeI"  M(v)  . F 
Proof The proof follows from Definition 3 and Proposition 1. [] 
Remark For e = 0 we obtain the classical equivalence (Ginsburg [10]). 
We shall establish some properties of the relation e-equivalence by inputs in 
the class of all acceptors. 
PROeOSmON 2 Let A = (X ,  Q, I, F, ~ ,  ~) and e e [0, 1] be given. The 
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relation c-equivalence has the following properties: 
(i) Invariance under concatenation; that is, for  any x i, x ieX ;  
U, UEXk; Wi, w j~X* ,  
(a) w:wj  ~ (uwiv)e(uwjv) 
(b) xie • ~ (uxiv)E(UXyV) (Peeva [5]) 
(ii) Coordination: for  any x i, xj, Yr, Ys EX, 
xiexy and yrEYs ~ XiYrEXjy s 
(iii) e-Equivalence by input letters (by input words) is not an equiva- 
lence relation on X (on X*) .  
Proof 
(i) (a) From Definition 3 and Proposition l(i) we have 
w:wj  ~ M(wi )eM(wj )  = M(u)  " M(w, )  
• M(v)eM(u)  • M(w/ ) .  M(w)  ~ (uwiv)e(uwjv) 
(b) This is a special case of (a) for w i = x i ~ X and wj = xj ~ X.  
(ii) From Definition 3 and Proposition 2(ii) we obtain 
xiex j and yre ys o M( xi)EM( xj) 
and 
M( Yr)eM( Ys) ~ XiYreXjy s
(iii) e-Equivalence by inputs is a reflexive and symmetric relation, but it is 
not transitive. 
Notwithstanding that e-equivalence by inputs is not an equivalence r lation, 
we actually need an e-partition on X, quite appropriate for the syntactic 
pattern recognition. For this aim we define the corresponding notions. 
DEFINITION 4 Let A = (X ,  Q, I, F, ~ ,  a_) be a given acceptor and 
e e [0, 1] be fixed. 
(i) For any xeX we form an e-class [x] with the center x: 
[x] = {x': x' eXand xEx'} (7) 
(ii) I f  ([X])x~x is a family o f  c-classes on X ,  such that 
[ Xi] f~ [ Xj] = ~ for X i ~= Xj and [_J [ x] = g (8) 
x~X 
then this family ([x])x~ x is called an e-partition on X .  
Since these notions play an important role in the exposition, we shall 
make some comments and give some examples. 
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COMMENTS 
1. The choice of the center x for an e-class [ x] depends on the task under 
study and on the user's needs. In Algorithm 1 below we propose, for 
instance, one possible way for selecting the centers. 
2. I f  we consider any e-class [ x],  we note that 
• It contains only elements x '  ~ X,  which are e-equivalent to the center x. 
• Since there are no requirements to include all elements that are e-equivalent 
to the center x, it is possible that there exists x" ~X with x"ex  but 
x" etxl. 
In this sense, if we consider e-classes as clusters, we can bound different 
objects in an e-class or we can choose different centers, depending on the 
pattern recognition problem. 
3. Since e-equivalence is not an equivalence relation, it is necessary that 
two different objects x', x" ~ [ x] in the same e-class be e-equivalent 
only with the center x, but not between each other. 
4. If [ x i] *: [ xy] then the e-centers x i and xj  are not e-equivalent. 
5. For A and e given, the e-partition on X is not unique. 
EXAMPLE 1 Let A = ( X ,  Q, I, F, ~fl, ~) be given with X = { x l, x 2, x 3, 
x4, xs}, Q = {ql, q2}, L = [0, 1], e = 0.02, and let ~fl contain the 
matrices 
M(X, )  = [0.8 0.7]  M(x2)  = [0.81 0.69] 
0.4 0.5 ' [0.42 0.5 J 
[0, 0,, 1 o,] 
0.42 0.38 ' [0 .4 0.4 
M(xs )  = [0"79 0.72] 
[0.39 0.49 
We obtain [x l ]  = {x l ,  x2, xs} , [x3] = {x3,  x4}, because 
M(xOeM(x2)  , M(xOeM(xs) ,  and M(x3)eM(x4) .  The two e-classes 
form an an e-partition on X according to Definition 4. 
From this example we can see that x 2 and x 5 are not e-equivalent, although 
they belong to the same e-class [Xl]. The centers x~ and x 3 are not 
e-equivalent. I f we choose x 2 as a center, we obtain another e-partition on X:  
Ix2] ~--- {Xl, X2}, IX 31 = {X3, X4}, iX5] = {Xs}. 
For A = (X ,  Q, I ,  F,  ~ ,  a_) and e given, we propose as an illustrative 
example the following algorithm for computing an e-partition on X. 
ALGORITHM 1 
1. Compute I .  M(x )  • F fo r  each xeX.  
2. Form the e-class I x ]  = {x':  x' eX  and x 'ex}  for  the greatest 
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I" M(x ) "  F with all elements x' eX  that are e-equivalent to the 
center x eX .  That means that there does not exist an element 
x" ~ X \ [ x] such that x" e x. 
3. Renew the set X as X = X \ [x].  I f  X ~= O, go to step 2. 
4. Print the e-classes obtained in step 2. 
The e-classes computed by this algorithm form an e-partition on X. This 
e-partition is not unique; the choice of the center x in step 2 depends on the 
task under study or on the recognition problem. Since the set X is finite, 
there are a finite number of different e-partitions of X ,  the number not 
exceeding 2 1 x l. Any e-partition is a fuzzy partition in the sense of Bezdek 
and Harris [12] and Dimitrescu [13]. 
EXAMPLE 2 Let A = (X ,  Q, I ,  F,  ~], ~) have the same X,  Q, ~fl, [k as in 
Example 1, and let I=  [0.81,0.3], F= [0.9,0.1] r, e = 0.02. We shall 
apply Algorithm 1 to compute an e-partition on X.  
Step l  I .M(X l ) .F= 0.8, I .M(x : ) .F= 0.81, I -M(x3) .F= 0.3, 
I .  M(x4)  • F = 0.3, I .  M(xs)  • F = 0.79. 
Step 2 I .  M(x2)  • F = 0.81 is the greatest, and the corresponding e-class 
is [x2] = {x 1, x2}. 
Step 3 X = { x 3, x 4, xs} #: 0. We again apply step 2. 
Step 2 I .  M(xs)  • F = 0.79 is the greatest, and we form the next e-class 
[xs] : {xs}. 
Step3 X= {x 3 ,x  4} ~0.  Go to step 2. 
Step 2 Since 1"  M(X3)  " F = 0.3 -- / "  g (x4)  • F ,  the last e-class is 
[X3] ~--- {X3, X4}" 
Step 3 X = O. 
Step 4 The e-classes are [x : ]  = {x 1,x2}, [x3] = {x 3,x4}, [x  5] = 
{ xs}, and they form an e-partition on X.  
There is a natural way to extend the e-partition on X to an e-partition on 
g* .  
Using the finite set X = { x l , . . . ,  Xp}, we can order lexicographically X~, 
k = 2 , . . . ,  and X*  [cf. (3)]. 
P~OPOSITION 3 Let A = (X ,Q , I , F ,~ ,~)  be given, let [v] = {v2 
v' eX  k, o'er} be an e-class with center veXk ,  and let [x]  = {x':  
x" ~X,  x" ex} be an e-class with center x~X.  Then: 
(i) u = vx~Xk+ 1 is the center o f  the e-class 
[u] = [vx] = [v ] [x ]  = {v'x': v' e [v ] ,  x 'E [x ]}  (9a) 
(ii) w = xv ~ Xk+ l is the center o f  the e-class 
[w] = [xv]  = [x][v] = {x 'v ' :x 'e [x ] ,v 'e [v ]}  (9b) 
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Proof 
(i) o' e[o]  and x '•  Ix ]  means o'eo and x 'ex .  According to Proposition 
2(ii), this implies that o 'x 'evx  for any v' • [o], x' e [x] ,  and hence vx  
is the center of the e-class (9a). 
(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i). 
Let X~/e  denote the quotient set on X k, k = 1,2, . . . .  Bearing in mind 
Algorithm 1 and Proposition 3, we propose Algorithm 2 for a natural extension 
of the e-partition on X to an c-partition on X k, k = 1, 2 , ' "  
ALGORITHM 2 
1. Enter k • ~. 
2. For i = 1 use Algorithm 1 to compute X / e = X 1/e. 
3. I f  i > k go to step 5. 
4. For i = i + 1 compute the e-classes on X k using (7), (8), and (9); 
obtain X k /e. Go to step 3. 
5. End. 
COROLLARY 2 For any acceptor A we can compute an e-partition on 
X k fo r  each k • ~. 
EXAMPLE 3 Let A be as in Example 2. For k = l, we have already obtained 
in Example 2 
[X2] = {Xl, X2} , [X3] = {X3, X4} , [X5] = {X5} 
Now, for k = 2, we have the following e-classes by Algorithm 2: 
[x2x21, [x2x31, [x2xd, [x3x4, [x xd 
[ x x,] , [ x,x ] , [ x, xd ,  [x,x,] 
Let A = (X ,  Q, I, F, ~fl, El_) and A'  = ( X ,  Q', I, F, N',  l_) be given ac- 
ceptors with the same X,  I, F,  ~ and with equal numbers of states I Q I = 
IQ'I. 
DEFINITION We shall say that 
(i) A and A' are e-equivalent by input letters (denoted AeA ' )  i f  fo r  
each xeX there exists an x' eX '  = X for  A' such that x~.x ', and 
vice versa. 
(ii) A and A'  are e-equivalent by input behaviors (denoted A~.A ~) i f  
fo r  each u •X*  there exists an u' eX ' *  = X*  ( for  A~), such that 
ueu', and vice versa. 
(iii) A' is in e-reduced fo rm i f  x'  ex" implies x' = x" for  any x', x" • X.  
(iv) A'  is an e-reduct o f  A i f  A'  is in e-reduced fo rm and A e A'. 
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COROLLARY 3 Let  A = ( X ,  Q, I, F, ~ ,  ~-) and A '  = ( X ,  Q', I, F, 
~ ' ,  a_) with I Q I = I Q' I be given. Then: 
(i) AeA'  = I "  M(x)  • Fe I .  M ' (x  ~) • F fo r  any xex ' .  
(ii) A' .A '  = I "  M(u)  • Fe I .  M ' (u  ~) • F fo r  any ueu'. 
(iii) A' .A '  = I" M*(  A)  • Fe I .  ~*(  A3  • F. 
Proof 
(i) If A~A'  and xex ' ,  then M(x)~M' (x3  and I .  M(x )  • Fe I .  M ' (x  ~) • 
F due to Proposition 1. 
(ii) If A~.A ' and ueu', then M(u)eM' (u3  and I .  M(u)  • Fe I .  M ' (u3  • F 
according to Proposition 1. 
(iii) This follows from Corollary 3(i), (ii). [] 
That means that for any input word u eX*  there exists an e-equivalent 
input word u' ~ X'* such that the complete input behavior of A under u is 
e-close with the complete input behavior of A' under u': 
I .  ~* (  A )  " Fe I "  M'* (  A')  " F. 
THEOREM 1 
AeA'  ¢* A ' .A ' .  
Proof First we shall prove that AeA'  implies A'.A' :  
AeA '  = ¥x i jeX  3Xij~. X ,  ,.. Xi jeXi jt 
Let u = xil • ". x+k ~ X*  be an arbitrary input word for A. Then, according 
to Proposition 2(ii), 
Xil ~.X~l ' Xi2 ~.X~2,.. .  ' Xik eX~ k =e~ 
u = x i ,  " ' "  x ikex~,  " ' "  x~ . . .  x~k = u ' .  
The rest of the proof of this part is obvious. No~ A'. A' = AeA"  because 
Definition 5(i) is a special case of Definition 5(ii) for words of length 1. 
COROLLARY 4 I f  h r is an e-reduct o f  A ,  then A ' .A  r. 
Comments  Theorem 1 and Corollary 4 are implemented in the syntactic 
pattern recognition presented in the next section. According to Theorem 1, 
e-equivalence by input letters implies e-equivalence by input behaviors. Hence, 
if A E A', then A and A' will recognize different but e-equivalent classes of 
images. For example, if A recognizes the samples, then A' will recognize 
noisy, distorted, etc., images in comparison with the original pattern. In 
particular, if Z r is an e-reduct of A, then A r recognizes only the centers of 
the G-classes and they can be considered as suitable samples (patterns). 
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THEOREM 2 In the class of  all finite fuzzy acceptors over 0, the 
following e-equivalence problems are computable: 
(i) For any A = ( X ,  Q, I, F, ~1, FL) and any xi, xj e X ,  whether x iex fi 
(ii) For any A = ( X ,  Q, I, F, ~I, FL) and A' = ( X ,  Q', I, F, ~' ,  ~) 
whether A c A' and A~. A'. 
Proof 
(i) For xi, x j~X,  check whether M(xi )eM(x j ) .  
(ii) For each x ~ X, find its c-equivalent x '  e X '  using Theorem 2(i). If 
A c A', then A~. A'  according to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3 In the class of  all finite fuzzy acceptors over ~L, the 
following c-reduction problems are algorithmically decidable in polyno- 
mial time: 
(i) Whether an acceptor A is in c-reduced form 
(ii) An c-reduct A r of  the given acceptor A is computable. 
Proof 
(i) The proof follows from Definition 5(iii) and Theorem 2(i); 
(ii) Let A = (X,  Q, I, F, ~fl, FL) be given and c be fixed. According to 
Algorithm 1 we can construct an c-partition on X. Let us put 
Xr = { X i : x i ~ X and x i is the center of [ x i ] } =S ic  
where ([xi]) forms an c-partition on X: 
~]r = {M(xi): x i~Xr}  
Then 
A r = (gr ,  Q, I, F, ~]r, ~1_) is an c-reduct of A. 
SYNTACTIC APPROACH TO PATTERN RECOGNITION 
In this section we consider the relationship between fuzzy acceptors, fuzzy 
languages, and pattern recognition. We propose a method for obtaining a finite 
fuzzy acceptor A with R(A)  = W [for R(A) ,  cf. (6)], where W is a finite 
fuzzy set of images or a fuzzy regular language. We consider some implemen- 
tations of the E-equivalence and e-reduction in pattern recognition. 
We recall some notations and notions for fuzzy formal languages and 
grammars (Dubois and Prade [9]) in order to make the exposition clearer. 
Let T be a finite set (alphabet). A fuzzy formal language 
~= {(w, p (w) ) :  we r*,  p (w)  eL}  
is a fuzzy subset on the free monoid T* over T. 
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A fuzzy grammar is a quadruple Gf = (N, T, P,  s), where T is a 
nonempty crisp set of the terminals; N is a nonempty crisp set of nonterminals 
with T f) N = 0; s e N is the initial symbol; P is a finite set of productions of 
P 
the form c~ ~ 3, where ~,/3 e (T  13 N)*,  p 4: 0, and p e L is the grade of 
membership of 3 given or. 
For the fuzzy grammar Gf we say that we  (T U N)*  directly derives 
w' e (T U N)*  (denoted w~ w') with membership degree p,  if w = cluc 2, 
P 
w' = c~/3c 2, and a --*/5 is a production in P.  We shall say that w derives w' 
P 
with membership degree p = Ajp j  (denoted w---, w') if there exists a se- 
quence wl , ' " ,wn+ 1 in (TUN)*  such that w= w 1, w '= wn+ l, and 
P 
wj ~ wj+ 1 for each j = 1 , ' - . ,  n. 
The fuzzy language L(Gf) generated by Gf is the set of all terminal 
strings u e T* with p(u) > 0 that can be derived from s: 
L(Gf )  = {(u ,p (u) ) :  uer*,sP-JJu,, j=  1, ' . . , k ;  
} p(u) = V pJ, p(u) > o 
j= l  
The number of different ways to obtain u from s is denoted by k. 
Four types of fuzzy grammars are distinguished, following the standard 
classification (Denning et al. [3], Dubois and Prade [9]). 
We shall consider only type 3 grammars (regular), in which the allowable 
P P 1 
productions are A ~ aB; A ~ a; peL ;  ae  T; A ,  BeN;  and s--, e. 
TIaEOm~M 4 (Dubois and Prade [9]) For any regular grammar G s there 
exists a finite fuzzy acceptor A such that L(Gs) = R( A), and vice versa. 
Now we shall construct a finite fuzzy acceptor A for a given finite fuzzy 
formal language W with R(A)  = W. 
Let W= {(w,p(w)) :  weT* ,  p (w)eL}  be a finite set of weighted 
strings. We denote by pr~ W the set of strings w without heir weights, that is, 
the first projection of W. For any string w = xq • • • xi ,  e pr 1 W, its prefix 
w' is defined as w' = Xil • • • Xim e T* for some m, 1 < m < n. The empty 
word is a prefix of any w e pr 1 W; e is the only prefix of itself. 
For the given finite W and for the arbitrary w e pr~ W, we introduce 
K(w)  = {w': w ' i s  aprefix of w, w' U: e} 
K(w)= {e}U[ wE@/¢(w)]., 
the disjoint union of the set of all prefixes. 
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We propose the following construction for the recognizing acceptor A = 
(X ,  Q, I ,  F,  ~fl, ~) with R(A)  = W: 
(i) X = T. 
(ii) Q= {qF i~K(w),  w~pr  1 W}. 
(iii) I = (iqj)qj~Q, iqj = 1 if j = e, iqj = 0 if j ~ e. 
(iv) F = (fqj)q.cO, fq .= 1 if j e pr I W, fq .= 0 otherwise. 
J J J 
(v) ~1 = {M(x) :  x~X}.  Let M(x) = (mab(x)) be an arbitrary matrix 
from ~.  We mark its elements rnab(x ) eL ,  bearing in mind that 
• m~b(x)eL if b = axeK(w)  for some w~pr  1 W; m~b(X) = 0 other- 
wise. 
• Since the elements m~o(x):/: 0 are unknown, we compute them as a 
solution of the system 
I 'M(w)  "F=p(w)  V(w,p(w) )EW 
for the unknowns ma~,(x ). 
We shall implement the above construction to obtain the recognizing accep- 
tor A for W in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 4 Let W = {(a, 1/2), (aa, 5/6), (aab, 7/8)} be given. For the 
recognizing acceptor A = (X ,  Q, I ,  F,  ~ ,  ~L) we obtain 
(i) X= T= {a ,b} .  
(ii) pr I W = {a, aa, aab}. 
Let us put for convenience w" = a, w" = aa, w = aab. Then K(w') = 
{a}, K(w") = {a, aa}, K(w) = {a, aa, aab}. Since K(W) is formed as a 
disjoint union and K(w') CI K(w") ~ ~J, we distinguish the elements of K(w'), 
K(w"), K(w), which reflect on Q: 
l i t  It  
Q= {qe, qa, qa,qaa, qa, q , , ,q , ,b} 
(iii) I=  [1 0 0 0 0 0 0]. 
(iv) F= [0 1 0 1 0 0 1] t. 
(v) ~ = {M(a) ,  M(b)} .  
For the unknown grades of membership we have to solve the system 
I .M(a)  . F= 1/2 mqeqb(a ) = 1/2 
I .  M(aa) . F = 5/6 ~ mqeq~(a ) " mq~q~a(a ) = 5/6 
I" M(aaO) . F = 7/8 mqeqa(a ) • mq,,qaa(a ) • mq, Qqa,,a(b ) = 7/8 
The unknowns (rnqeq,(a), mqeq;(a), mq:q:o(a), mq,qa(a), mqaqao(a), 
mqo, qoab(b)) can take values from any of the following six maximal interval 
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solutions: 
1. (1/2, [5/6, 11, 5/6, [7/8, 11, [7/8, 11, 7/8) 
2, (1/2, [5/6, 1], 5/6, [7/8, 11, 7/8, [7/8, 1]) 
3. (1/2, [5/6, l], 5/6, 7/8, [7/8, 1], [7/8, 11) 
4. (1/2, 5/6, [5/6, 1], [7/8, 1], [7/8, 1], 7/8) 
5. (1/2, 5/6, [5/6, 1], [7/8, 1], 7/8, [7/8, 1]) 
6. (1/2, 5/6, [5/6, 1], 7/8, [7/8, 1], [7/8, 11). 
The choice of solution (lower, upper, etc.) depends on the task under study. 
Obviously, a reduction by states for the acceptor A is sensible. For this 
problem a detailed exposition is given in Peeva [4]. 
Hence, any finite fuzzy set of images W is recognizable by a finite fuzzy 
acceptor A. 
TnEORE~ 5 For each finite fuzzy formal language W there exists a 
finite fuzzy acceptor A such that R( A) = W. 
Corollary 5 follows from Theorems 4 and 5. 
COROLLARY 5 I f  a class of  images is described by a finite fuzzy formal 
language or by a regular fuzzy language, then there exists a finite fuzzy 
acceptor that recognizes exactly this language. 
Obviously, the fuzzy formal languages are a natural model for syntactic 
pattern recognition. The relationship between fuzzy regular languages and 
fuzzy acceptors is very useful for pattern recognition problems, especially the 
computability for e-equivalence and e-reduction (cf. Theorems 2 and 3 and the 
comments following Corollary 4). 
We shall give some applications of e-equivalence and e-reduction by inputs 
for pattern recognition. 
Let W = {(w, p(w)): we T*, p(w) eL} be a set of patterns over the set 
of the primitives T, and let e ~ [0, 1] be given. With respect o the pattern 
recognition problems, the following interpretations of e are sensible: 
1. We can consider e to be the numerical maximum likelihood measure of 
similarity between different images in W. That means that if W is 
divided into e-classes, then the centers are patterns (samples) and the 
images in an e-class are feasibly deformed in comparison with the center. 
2. e can be the numerical measure of similarity between primitives. Primi- 
tives can be quotients in e-classes. Their concatenations form the e-classes 
of images. 
THEOREM 6 Let W, T, e as described above be given. I f  there exists a 
regular fuzzy grammar G s with L(Gs) = W or if W is finite, then the 
following problems are computable: 
(i) To find an e-partition of  the set of the primitives T 
(ii) To find an e-partition of  the set of  images W 
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Proof If there exists a regular fuzzy grammar G: with L(Gf )  = W, then 
according to Theorem 4 there is a finite fuzzy acceptor A with R(A)  = W = 
L(Gf) .  If  W is finite, then, according to Theorem 5, there exists a finite fuzzy 
acceptor A with R(A)  = W. In both cases W = R(A)  and the set of input 
letters X is exactly the set of primitives; that is, X = T. Then, (i) bearing in 
mind Algorithm 1, we can compute an e-partition on the set of primitives 
T = X and (ii) according to Algorithm 2 and Corollary 2, we can extend it to 
an e-partition on W. [] 
COMMENTS 
1. The relation e-equivalence by input letters induces an e-partition of the 
set of primitives T. The elements of any e-class [ tx] are e-equivalent to 
its center t x. This means that any feature t x, ~ [ t x] is e-similar with the 
center t x, and hence t x, can be considered a noisy or distorted feature in 
comparison with the center t x. On the other hand, t x can be taken as an 
essential primitive for the given recognizing problem. Note that the 
distance between any two different essential features is greater than e. 
2. As for W, we obtain the solution of the cluster validity problem. Using 
the extension of the e-partition on T, we can divide the images W into 
e-classes (clusters) formed by concatenation of the previous e-classes as 
described in (9a), (9b). 
3. The cluster structure of W is described by a family of disjoint fuzzy sets 
that form an e-partition on W, and e is the numerical evaluation of the 
admissible deformations. Every E-class (or cluster) contains e-deformed 
images in comparison with the center. For instance, if u is a center and 
u' e [u], then the substitution error u ~ u' (u to be replaced by u') 
means vuwevu 'w for any v ,w~T* ,  according to Theorem 5 and 
Proposition 1. Hence, we can establish or correct he admissible substitu- 
tion errors, using suitable recognizing acceptors (cf. Theorem 7 and 
Corollary 6, below). 
Any center can be interpreted as a sample. Let W r denote a set of the 
samples for W. 
THEOREM 7 For any class o f  images W with a recognizing acceptor A ,  
we can compute a class o f  the samples W r. 
Proof We have to obtain A r for A due to Theorem 2 and construct he 
regular fuzzy grammar Gr (cf. Theorem 4 and Refs. 9 and 5) with L(Gr) = 
R(Ar ) .  Then we have to choose W r = R(Ar ) .  
COROLLARY 6 Let  W be a class o f  images with a recognizing acceptor 
A .  For each deformed string in W we can compute the nearest correct 
sample with respect o e, 
Proof The proof follows from Theorems 6 and 7. 
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This result is useful for the restoration and enhancement of distorted or 
noisy patterns if the similarity measure is e. 
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